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ABSTRACT 

Our aim is to develop a project that will benefit society. But nowadays it is employed to assist human in 

surveillance, rescue and recovery missions. This paper presents the prototype model of an UGV which is operated 

wirelessly through manual navigation commands based on the live video captured from the IP camera mounted on 

the board. The distance measurement is done by the Ultrasonic sensor from the obstacle and displayed in the LCD. 

The target tracking as well as attacking is done based on the obstacle and environment situation monitored in the live 

video. This complete set up and working of the UGV is described further in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

It is a ground based mobile robots that can sense and interact with its environment.  

Block Diagram and Its Description of UGV: 

 
Figure.1. Block diagram of UGV 

 In this, it can be used to ensure the security of various areas such as military facilities. The UGV should be able to 

move outdoors, in normal roads with small bumps, offering sufficient range. UGV can relieve humans from hard, 

difficult, dangerous tasks. These command system classified by the level of supervision into full autonomous to fully 

teleoperated. Fully teleoperated control is considered a major technology. The real time obstacle detection and target 

tracking is the major fields of the project in the area of teleoperated vehicles. Our project deals with the sensing and 

identification of unauthorized personnel or any obstacles in a highly preserved environment. It can continuously 

monitor the areas which is the biggest advantage in this project compared with other systems. UGV can able to 

distinguish target from obstacles and navigate through obstacles to get target (Subham, 2013; Karthik, 2013; Jasmin, 

2015).  

Block Diagram Description 
Power Supply: This gives 12V supply to all circuit boards.  

Ultrasonic Sensor: The sensor used in this vehicle is used to detect the obstacle within the environment and also 

measure the distance between the vehicle and obstacle which is displayed in the LCD display (Philomina, 2014; 

Karthik, 2014; Sarvanana, 2014).  

Laser Light:  With the help of command, laser pulse is send in a narrow beam towards the enemy to target and also 

determine the distance between the obstacle and vehicle. 

IP Camera:  This camera monitors the environment through which UGV travels and provides the live video to the 

user (Gopalakrishnan, 2014; Saravanan, 2014; Vijayaragavan, 2014).  

DC Motor Unit: It consists of two 12 V DC motors to drive the wheels. Direction of these motors is controlled by 

the user’s commands such as forward, backward, left and right with the help of visual studio (Vijayaragavan, 2014; 

Karthik, 2014; Kanniga, 2014).  

LCD Display: The commands are displayed in the LCD given by the user in the base station and also display the 

distance and speed. 

AT89S52 microcontroller:  This receives the outputs of ultrasonic sensor 

ADC: The analog signal from the ultrasonic sensor when the obstacle detected sends to the ADC. The microcontroller 

receives only digital signal (Kanniga, 2011).  
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Hardware Requirements  

 Power supply 

 AT89S52 microcontroller  

 ZigBee Unit  

 Ultrasonic Ranging module HC-SR04 

 IP Camera  

 ULN2803  Motor Driver 

 DC motor 

 Laser Indicator 

 LCD 16×2 Display 

 MAX232 

Software Requirements 

Algorithm 

 Start UGV movement. 

 Power supply initializes all the board. 

 On-board live video capture. 

 Check for deviation. 

 If yes go to 7, if no move in desired direction. 

 All direction displayed in LCD. 

 Check for Obstacle detection. 

 If yes go to 8, if no UGV stops. 

 Measure the distance from obstacle. 

 Distance display in LCD. 

 If no monitored in the same path. 

 Check for Target detection from video. 

 If yes attack command to UGV. 

 If no monitored in same lane. 

 Switch off UGV. 

 Video processed in MATLAB.  

 Converted into frames. 

 Stored as file. 

Flowchart 

  
Figure.2. Overall methodology 
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Overall implementation 

Following methods are implemented:- 

 Obstacle avoidance. 

 System on and off control based on obstacle. 

 Target analyzing based on live video. 

 Video transmission. 

 Movement of vehicle in our different directions. 

 Video to images in frames in MATLAB.  

Software requirements 

 MATLAB 7.7 

 Keil µVision IDE 

 ANDROID platform 

Design of Proposed Model: In this project we implemented a UGV that can drive by manual navigation command 

given from base station. Here, laptop or pc can be selected as a base station. In this hardware IP camera such as android 

supported mobile can be placed and using its IP address the live video can be made to display in base station. Further 

these images can be processed in MATLAB for data storage for future purpose. UGV continuously monitor the 

environment and detects the obstacle using ultrasonic sensor. The sensor measures the distance from the obstacle and 

displayed in the LCD 16×2. Simultaneously from the video captured obstacle detected is checked for a intruder 

identification. Once it is identified the object is targeted and laser indicator is set on from the base station. The 

programming of microcontroller is done in C language and coding for above operation is done and checked error free 

in Keil µVision IDE. 

2. RESULT 

   
Figure.3. UGV movement Figure.4. IP camera view 

Advantages and Applications 

Advantages: 

 Autonomous Navigation 

 Recording of environmental parameters such as temperature   

Applications: 

 UGVs are being developed for peace keeping operations, 

 Used for Ground surveillance operations, 

3. CONCLUSION 
 The project was aimed at developing wireless UGV for target tracking and with multi directional abilities and for 

live stream purposes. Successful real time code is generated by using Kiel µ Vision IDE in C language. Obstacles 

distance is by Ultrasonic ranging Module and displayed in LCD. PC is used for the successful of our results data like 

(video snaps) with the help of wireless communication by using ZigBee unit. UGV is manipulated with the special 

usage of wirelessly transmitting navigation commands from the base station based on the video conferred from the 

on-board camera.  

Future Works: Future work can comprise of automatic mode of working after disincentive detection and path 

outlining by the GPS module. The captured obstacle outlining data can be implemented in different software platforms. 
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